
            @AVPhenom 

@craigmaccormack #AVChat or in the dishwasher. . .here it is on YouTube. . .must be true! 

http://ow.ly/fTgls  

  View media 

           @avguy1 

Party Party Party! RT @WomeninAV: #AVGents are welcome! RT @pkaudiovisual Nice RT @AVDawn: 

#AVchat - @WomeninAV AV Holiday Party &... 

 

                @WomeninAV 

#AVGents are welcome! RT @pkaudiovisual Nice RT @AVDawn: #AVchat - @WomeninAV AV Holiday 

Party & Tweet-Up ... http://bit.ly/121mGjm  #avchat 

  

                @WomeninAV 

Pls do! :) RT @draperinc So far away..I hope to tweet! RT @AVDawn: @WomeninAV AV Holiday Party 

12/13. Info here http://bit.ly/121mGjm  #avchat 

  

                @WomeninAV 

Join us!! :) RT @jmota3 "@AVDawn: #AVchat - @WomeninAV is hosting the AV Holiday Party & #WAVE 

Tweet-Up. Info is here: http://bit.ly/121mGjm " 

  

                @WomeninAV 

Hope you can attend! RT @avdawn #AVchat - @WomeninAV is hosting the AV Holiday Party and #WAVE 

Tweet-Up. Info is here: http://bit.ly/121mGjm  

  

               @AVPhenom 

Thanks all you AV Chatters! Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays! #AVchat 

 

               @AVDawn 



Thanks for another great #avchat, @PKaudiovisual and all who showed up to chat! Have a happy 

whatever-winter-holiday-you-celebrate! 

 

               @AVDawn 

+1 RT @PKaudiovisual: Thanks for chatting today. The next chat will be in Jan 2013; exact date TBA after 

we survive the #apocalypse #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Thanks everyone for chatting today. The next chat will be in Jan 2013; exact date TBA after we survive 

the #apocalypse #avchat 

 

                 @DraperInc 

Maybe a Microban touchscreen? RT @DraperAV: What role will touchscreens play in 

healthcare...touching surfaces isnt a good thing? #avchat 

 

                     @CraigMacCormack 

Paging #TechX attendees! RT @DraperAV What role will touchscreens play in healthcare where touching 

surfaces isn't necessarily good? #avchat 

 

               @AVDawn 

#AVChat @DraperAV - re: healthcare - Use styli... make a hand sanitizer-safe kiosk/touchscreen & just 

NUKE that sucker between users! lol 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

@DraperAV I'd say good. This company is betting on it. It's an FDA Approved iPhone ECG 

http://alivecor.com/  #avchat 

  

                    @PKaudiovisual 



Use wands RT @DraperAV: What role will touchscreens play in healthcare where touching surfaces isn't 

necessarily a good thing? #avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

@AVPhenom of course. Do you have a set up on mind? #AvChat 

  

               @AVDawn 

#AVchat - @PKaudiovisual - Just finished grad school this week (WOOT!) so haven't had free gaming 

time in FOREVER... Soon. Soon, I shall! 

 

                         @DraperAV 

What role will touchscreens play in healthcare where touching surfaces isn't necessarily a good thing? 

#avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

"@PKaudiovisual: Anyone played any good video games lately? Have you tried them in surround sound 

#avchat" mainly in @dolby,yes. 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

@AVPhenom That kind of describes a touchscreen version of a TV w/ GoogleTV built in. So I'd say it's 

viable. e.g. LG55G2 w/touch #avchat 

  

               @AVDawn 

#AVchat - @AVPhenom re: large droid PC There's always a situation for any solution... just finding it & 

selling to the niche is key. 

 

               @AVPhenom 

@JMOTA3 As a classroom tool. Anatomy apps, frog dissection, etc all exist #avchat 



  

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Anyone played any good video games lately? Have you tried them in surround sound #avchat 

 

                 @VirlatRevenew 

Hello #AVChat. Sorry to chime in so late 

 

                @JMOTA3 

@AVPhenom as what? #AvTweeps #AvChat 

  

               @AVPhenom 

#AVchat Anyone think a large Touchscreen with an android PC running native apps may be viable? 

 

               @AVDawn 

+1 but tabletop mounts lockable or removable are ok RT @JMOTA3: @FSR_Inc mounting a "mid-sized" 

#Tablet on the wall is silly. #AvChat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

I have seen some 7" tablets mounted at point of sale locations for club savings cards, etc. #avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

@FSR_Inc desktop makes sense, but midsized? Maybe for my @twitter feeds ;) #AvChat 

  

               @AVDawn 

+1 Still waiting for KindleFire mts! RT @FSR_Inc: Q7: iPad mini threw off def. of midsize - mounts etc. 

need to be specially made. #avchat 



 

             @FSR_Inc 

@JMOTA3 I was thinking more desktop mounting. We've done some for foregin gov't use that was really 

innovative. #avchat 

  

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Nice RT @AVDawn: #AVchat - @WomeninAV is hosting the AV Holiday Party and #WAVE Tweet-Up a 

week from today... http://bit.ly/121mGjm  #avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

@FSR_Inc mounting a "mid-sized" #Tablet on the wall is silly. It would be a great handheld remote, 

nothing else. #AvChat 

  

                 @DraperInc 

So far away...I hope to tweet! RT @AVDawn: @WomeninAV AV Holiday Party #WAVE Tweet-Up 12/13. 

Info is here: http://bit.ly/121mGjm  #avchat 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

about Q7: iPad mini kind of threw off the definition of midsize which was 7" so mounts etc. would need 

to be specially made. #avchat 

 

                         @DraperAV 

RT @AVDawn:@WomeninAV is hosting the AV Holiday Party and #WAVE Tweet-Up a week from today. 

Info is here: http://bit.ly/121mGjm  #avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

"@AVDawn: #AVchat - @WomeninAV is hosting the AV Holiday Party and #WAVE Tweet-Up a week 

from today. Info is here: http://bit.ly/121mGjm " 



 

            @SoCalHT 

A7: I have used nexus 7 tablet with iRule #avchat 

 

               @AVDawn 

#AVchat - @WomeninAV is hosting the AV Holiday Party and #WAVE Tweet-Up a week from today. Info 

is here: http://bit.ly/121mGjm  

 

                @JMOTA3 

Q7: Have you used or spec'd any mid-sized tablets for automation controls? #iPadMini??? #avchat 

 

            @SoCalHT 

If not...how do you know that every thing is working correctly? #avchat 

 

            @SoCalHT 

I have a question for all the installers..do you guys factor in audio/video calibration to your jobs? 

#avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Anyone have any other Q's for the group re Consumer Electronics, or doing any big AV events over the 

Holidays? #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

A5: iPad will always seem like a toy to me, many kids get 1 for a holiday gift. The Surface is what they get 

when they graduate HS #avchat 

 

                 @DraperInc 



A5: Agreed...lack of VPN on current Surface is a stopper for corporate use. #avchat 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

@PKaudiovisual I'm concerned that the pro version will be too expensive as it's only slighly under the 

cost of an Ultrabook. #avchat 

  

3h P                @PKaudiovisual 

A5: I see the current version working well for K-12 and the Pro for higher Ed, corporate #avchat 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

A6: I'd like to see more WiDi taking advantage of Intel's new tech. #avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

A6: #iPad. More app available in the #EdTech scene currently, however the usb and keyboard on the 

@surface is far superior. #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

+1 RT @DraperInc:It will be interesting to see what happens with the pro version Surface comes out. 

The Office apps will be popular. #avchat 

 

                  @communitypro 

This is Steve with Community. I came in late today. #AVChat 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

A5: Microsoft is rumored to have cut production orders in half from 4 to 2 million so I'd lean toward the 

iPad as the winner. #avchat 

 



                 @DraperInc 

@PKaudiovisual Sorry, that tweetup is at #CES! I'll be at #ISE, Amsterdam. Have not connected with 

tweetups there yet. #avchat 

  

                    @PKaudiovisual 

A6: I am expecting more video displays where you can change the refresh rate. and more wireless and IP 

based stuff #avchat 

 

                 @DraperInc 

It will be interesting to see what happens with the pro version Surface comes out. The Office apps will 

be popular. #avchat 

 

            @SoCalHT 

A6: I think more of the same #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Here is the tweetup at V http://www.cesweb.org/Events/CES-Social-          …              : 

@PKaudiovisual Great, looking forward to it already! we are in hall 1. #avchat 

 

               @AVDawn 

#AVChat A5 - iPad has benefit of first-to-market & loyal usage already. Probably them... Then again, edu 

mkt notorious for $ pinching, so ?? 

 

            @SoCalHT 

A3: will be at CES in 2013 #avchat 

 

                 @DraperInc 



@PKaudiovisual Great, looking forward to it already! we are in hall 1. #avchat 

  

                  @communitypro 

  :   ’   b       E               f                                 #       

 

            @SoCalHT 

SoCalHT..Audio / Video Calibration #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Hi Penny, I will see you there at the V 1/9 RT @DraperInc: Penny at Draper here. Would love to connect 

with an #AVTweetup at #ISE... #avchat 

 

               @AVDawn 

#AVChat Q6 - Past few years have been pretty "meh". Anyone predict anything exciting from CES/CEDIA 

this year, or just more of the same? 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Q5: Which do you think will do better in the education market: iPad or Microsoft Surface? Why #avchat 

 

                 @DraperInc 

Penny at Draper here. Would love to connect with an #AVTweetup at #ISE... #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

I don't have a lot of good questions today; would any one else like to pose some, please? Try to number 

them, thanks #avchat 

 

3h Draper,               @DraperAV 



Terry from Draper here. Sorry I'm late. A#: We will be at ISE. Not me personally, but @Draperinc will be 

#avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

If any #AVTweeps are going to #CES2013, there is a #AVtweetup type thing on 1/9 

http://www.cesweb.org/Events/CES-Social-          … #       

 

             @FSR_Inc 

  '   b      b           E “              : Q  -                  E       E           ? #      ” 

 

               @AVDawn 

#avchat A3 - I wish but not really relevant to us beyond 'industry news.' We do #Infocomm, mfr shows 

like #AlmoE4 and locals like #Govcomm. 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

A3: looks like I may be going to CES, ISE, SXSW, CEDIA, and maybe Infocomm in 2013 #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

We will see, I just got it. RT @FSR_Inc: @PKaudiovisual That is excellent to hear. Does the Looxcie live up 

to the hype? #avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

A4: Don't think I can get away for any of them this year :/ #AvChat, @PKaudiovisual 

  

3h           @FSR_Inc 

@PKaudiovisual That is excellent to hear. Does the Looxcie live up to the hype? #AVchat 

  



                    @PKaudiovisual 

Q3 - Anyone going to CES or ISE in January? Other trade shows do you plan to attend in 2013? #avchat 

 

3h Paul K           @PKaudiovisual 

Yes, love them. Trick is specifying the lids RT @FSR_Inc: Hey @PKaudiovisual. Have you used the FL-500-

P? What did you think of it? #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

A2: Sticking with my old droid tablet for now. I just got a new Droid 4 phone. Got a cool new Looxcie 

bluetooth camera #staytuned #avchat 

 

               @AVDawn 

#avchat - @JMOTA3 re: X10.... I KNOW, RIGHT??!! Hence the desire to upgrade! lol 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

Hey @PKaudiovisual. Have you used the FL-500-P? What did you think of it? #AVchat 

  

               @AVDawn 

#AVchat A2 - Last yr was yr of Kindles (reg for @MrAVDawn, Fire for me), so probably no. But who 

knows what Santa might bring? (paperwhite?) 

 

                @JMOTA3 

@AVDawn x10 = :/ #AvChat 

  

                @JMOTA3 

A1: New @totemacoustic in-wall kin tribes :) #avchat 

 



                    @PKaudiovisual 

Q2 Anyone in your family getting a new tablet or otherwise wireless devices? #avchat 

 

3h             @AVDawn 

#AVChat a1 - My wishlist is to finally upgrade my home stuff. Rocking an ancient surround receiver, 

salvage #AMX system, X10 lighting etc... 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Hi FSR. FL-500-P in the house RT @FSR_Inc: Hello #Avtweeps, this is FSR, Inc. An Audio-Visual 

manufacturer based out of New Jersey. #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Hi Dawn and Johnny! A1: I am asking Santa for some FB stock and an easy way to lease Microsoft 

Surfaces to schools #avchat 

 

3h Mike Brandes  @MikeBrandesAV 

A1: and on that note, i'm being called into a budget meeting, adieu. #avchat 

 

                @JMOTA3 

Hi fellow #avchat-ers. Johnny here, northern California integrator, writing for @rAVePubs, @geekbeattv, 

@sfnewtech, @LustGadget ,etc.... 

 

             @FSR_Inc 

Hello #Avtweeps, this is FSR, Inc. An Audio-Visual manufacturer based out of New Jersey. #AVchat 

 

                 @MikeBrandesAV 

A1: it seems too easy, but an unlimited budget ;) #avchat 



 

               @AVDawn 

Hi all! AVDawn (Dawn Meade) is here - Marketing & Media Coordinator for @Net_AV - a commercial 

AV/IT integrator in the MidAtlantic. #AVChat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Hi Mike. Q1: What's on your AV wish list? #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Small crowd. Be sure to use the #AVchat hashtag. If you are using TweetChat, you may want to set your 

refresh speed to 5 seconds. #avchat 

 

                 @MikeBrandesAV 

Hello, this is Mike Brandes, Director of Technology Support, Media and Extended Services at Palm Beach 

Atlantic University #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

My name is Paul Konikowski. I am an independent consultant in the SF Bay area. I design AV systems and 

do some #sm marketing #avchat 

 

                    @PKaudiovisual 

Hello #AVtweeps, and welcome to today's #AVchat re Consumer Electronics, CES, ISE. Please introduce 

yourself, tell us what you do. #avchat 


